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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. It's also quite sporty, and injects an
ample amount of handling chutzpah into the ridin'-high body of a family-friendly SUV. Acura
engineers accentuated last year's model's positives to help design a midsize luxury SUV that is
easy to love and even easier to live with. Three rows of seats makes carpooling a breeze, while
increased cargo space behind the second row of seats makes carting around a weekend
project's worth of gardening supplies a snap. Like all Acuras, the MDX is loaded with plenty of
excellent, useful technology to enhance entertainment, comfort and safety in equal measures.
All Approved! Everyone drives! Get paid cash? No problem!! We price our cars at wholesale
price to guarantee the best deals for our customers. Our inventory moves quick, please call to
confirm the availability of the vehicle of your interest Springfield location Come visit our new
showroom in Springfield NJ. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new
brakes! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and
new pair of tires! Gone are the days of SUVs being the size of a tank and handling like one. The
Acura MDX Tech Pkg's pristine good looks were combined with the Acura high standard of
excellence in order to make this a unique find. The care taken on this gently used vehicle is
reflective of the 79,mi put on this Acura. Let's be honest, not everyone wants to set a course
blindly into the dark. For those of us that don't, there are vehicles like this with stellar
navigation systems. We are excited to offer this Acura MDX. How to protect your purchase?
Excellence, luxury and stature are just a few of the pillars this car is built upon. Interesting
features of this model are available all-wheel drive, advanced technology, room for seven,
improved fuel efficiency, and Attractive styling. MDX 3. Odometer is miles below market
average! Carfax history report and Maryland State inspection have been checked too. Audi of
Silver Spring goes to extraordinary lengths to only have the highest quality vehicles. Every
mechanical, electrical and safety system is checked to be in good condition. Check out what
customer's are saying about us at WWW. Prices are subject to change, and prior sales are
excluded from these offers. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
information, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with the dealer. Go places you've only imagined in this
Acura MDX! It delivers plenty of power and excellent utility! This is a One Owner vehicle. We
pride ourselves in consistently exceeding our customer's expectations. Stop by our dealership
or give us a call for more information. Don't let this opportunity slip away! Call today for a test
drive. Buy Here Pay Here also available. Home Delivery Available. Ask about our free home
delivery options! John's County areas for over 30 years. From our highly-trained sales staff and
award-winning service team, we know you'll find satisfaction in becoming the newest member
of the Tom Gibbs Chevrolet family! A short drive from Daytona Beach and Jacksonville, Tom
Gibbs Chevrolet is your key to saving the most on your next vehicle purchase! Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Connect compatible devices through Bluetooth
technologies and seek new adventures with the help of the state of the art navigation system.
Cruise the country side with a 3. Call us today for a haggle free car buying experience! Vernon
Auto Group - A new, unique way to buy a vehicle! We're redefining how our customers buy and
own vehicles and it's working So come by or give us a phone call and lets start your journey on
the most fun and enjoyable purchase experience you will ever make. Here at Vernon Auto Group
our job is to serve you. Call our team today at 1- or email us at internetsales vernonautogroup.
Any customer not meeting the residency restrictions will receive a dealer discount in the same
amount of the manufacturers rebate. All vehicles go through our vigorous multi-point
inspection before advertised to the public. We appreciate the opportunity to earn your business.
For more information please call us at 1- or email us at internetsales vernonautogroup. Sunroof,
rear camera! This Acura MDX comes equipped with a 3. Call us to arrange a test drive or stop in
today! At EchoPark, shop thousands of "nearly-new" one to four-year old, low mileage vehicles.
Most are still under the original factory warranty. Discover how buying nearly new gets you the
same benefits associated with buying new - and gives you that new car feel without the new car
price. With over 40 years satisfying customers in the Tri-state area, The Thompson Organization
is second to none. All of our Pre-Owned vehicles have been given a seal of approval by our
award winning, state of the art service department. They have also undergone our meticulous
detailing process to ensure they are as close to 'NEW' as possible. Some exclusions Stop in to
experience the Thompson difference today!! Treat yourself to an SUV that surrounds you with

all the comfort and conveniences of a luxury sedan. Today's luxury vehicle is not just about
opulence. It's about a perfect balance of performance, comfort and attention to detail. This
Acura MDX Tech Pkg is equipped with navigation, so you no longer have to wonder if you're
headed in the right direction. This model sets itself apart with available all-wheel drive,
advanced technology, room for seven, improved fuel efficiency, and Attractive styling Click for
more information, Call to set up an appointment, or better yet, come on down to Lexus of
Cerritos and get behind the wheel and test drive it today! Use for comparison purposes only.
Ebony Leather. It is equipped with navigation, sunroof, heated seats, and backup camera. It was
a local trade in on a new Cadillac. It has been professionally inspected by a Sewell technician.
Sewell has been serving Texans for over year and we look forward to serving you. This blank
comes with a 3 Month Mile Limited Warranty. We want you to have confidence when buying
from Jay Wolfe Acura. Call us today for more information. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Type Gas 2,
Hybrid Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought a used Acura MDX. You can
feel the transmission changing with every gear. At slow speeds the car feels like it is missing.
Took to dealer and software was updated but still same problem. Returned to dealer and was
told it had an adaptable transmission and to drive it until it got used to the way I drove. I have
driven it about 2, miles and still the same problem. Very disappointed as I thought Acura was a
great car. Has anyone else had this problem? Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great experience, see Eric fletcher
when making a purchase he will give you a great rate. Car had damage that was not shown or
described in listing. Staff was friendly and helpful, not pushy. The Galleria Cars was
spectacular. Josh was very friendly, knowledgeable and polite. The car was on good shape.
Also, he let me drive few cars as well. I would recommend to friends, relatives and co-workers.
Took this survey already and mentioned the dealer got right back to me and was very
personable and fair. Great experience with Point Auto. I didn't buy the vehicle, but my son is
going to buy a truck from them. Seem really solid and trustworthy. Very professional sales
people. Office was spotless; I absolutely loved the cleanliness! Price was negotiable and the car
was in excellent condition! Great dealer. If every dealership was like Don Ayres people would
enjoy buying cars a lot more. Never pushy and very honest. When buying the car no hidden fees
or dealer upsells that most dealers are all pushing. My car dealer name was Nick, he was
phenomenal. He went above and beyond to assist me. I highly recommend this car dealership,
and remember to ask for Nick! They gave me fair trade in and made the buying process quick
and painless. However, not much else has happened since. Quick response and very friendly,
and polite upfront sales representatives. Thank you. Low price dealer and good communication.
Too bad I missed it, the car got sold before I could buy. A few returning brand fans were hoping
for a greater progression forward in technology and luxury, but most of the complaints stem
from a plague very common to first-year models: sloppy manufacturing. Acura sent just a few
RLX models off the line last year that were begging for suspension, transmission and
technological glitches, and though the maker is silent about it, those problems disappeared
later in the year, indicating a swift correction of factory procedure. Otherwise there are
essentially no changes over last year. That leaves the RLX in somewhat of an odd position, not
quite competing with its class brethren on things like sporting character, luxury or technology,
but instead working to raise the bar for interior space and practicality in a luxury midsize.
Effortless, spacious and familiar are RLX hallmarks. The 3. The basic package still includes
technology like a rear-view camera and 7-inch touchscreen display with Bluetooth audio and
phone connectivityâ€”the RLX is not a relic of a way-gone time, just a commuter on a mission to
be thoroughly intuitive. And unlike the Lexus IS, the RLX offers memory for driver's settings,
auto-dimming rear-view mirrors and tri-zone automatic climate control at its baseline. Opt up to
the Navigation package for an 8-inch screen, voice commands and AcuraLink telematics and
integration. Moving up to the Technology package nets features like automatic wipers,
power-folding mirrors, blind-spot monitoring, leather upholstery and a stereo upgrade. Going
for the Advance adds adaptive cruise control, collision mitigation, lane-keeping assist, front and
rear parking sensors, auto-dimming outside mirrors, ventilated front seats, heated rear seats
and that heated steering wheel. Take it or leave it. The RLX is what it is. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow

down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Acura Dealer. Private Seller: Gavin.
Mobile, AL Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Amazing dealer everyone at the dealer
was very nice and super Knowledgeable about the cars. I would Recommend everyone going
there. The cars are all inside a building which made it a better buying Experience. Terrible
reaction. I asked a few basic questions, reguarding the vehicle, it was clear that I was interested.
Vehicle was sold while I wa waiting for info as the sales person was figuratively and literally put
to lunch. Scheduled a test drive a few days in advance. Spoke with a representative over the
phone to confirm, sadly after a 2 hour drive we arrive to find out they have "lost the keys". I
would have been happy to reschedule given any notice. Very disappointed. I was hoping to
come home with a new vehicle today. Unreliable and unorganized! Next day I got a notice that
the car was sold!!! I had an amazing experience here. Courtney was my salesman and he was
super nice! Not pushy or pressuring. Manny in finance went way beyond and above to get me
financing that was practical. Courtney called me the next day to see how I liked the car and if I
had any questions or concerns. No other dealership works this hard for their clients. Initial
response was very quick. However there are way too many dealer fees for used vehicle. Great
experience! A true dealership that provides quality AND service. I got into a nice car and for the
finicky stuff i personally wanted, they came through!!! I worked with Frank! Great selection,
almost excellent condition inside and out. Definitely recommended. We reached out to the
dealer to purchase this car. At first they responded then they stopped. Tried to call the
salesman but his voice messages were full. We are extremely disappointed by their lack of
customer care and service. We would not recommend them Oh and the vehicle is still listed on
car gurus. Was able to purchase a vehicle from here, they made it super easy and fast! Jacob
was honestly the best salesman there! Definitely recommending friends and family. They got
back to me right away and made sure if I had any questions about the car to contact them.
Thanks again. Question their integrity. Made an appointment with a sales person for the next
day 25 miles from my house Very friendly and responsive. Got back to me quickly. The sale was
quick and the car was as described. Ed the salesman was very polite. Some people believe that
bad luck early in a new year portends good fortune for the rest of that year. Those mistakes
have even resulted in docked pay for Acura executives. Quelle horreur! Acura offers the TLX in
a single flavor, although you can choose to power it with a 4-cylinder or a V6 engine paired with
front-wheel or all-wheel drive. Upgrades to equipment levels are available in the Technology and
Advance option packages. Order the Technology Package to get softer, perforated leather
upholstery for the seats, a navigation system, a premium audio system, and next-generation
AcuraLink connectivity and services. The Technology Package also includes rain-sensing
wipers, a lane-departure warning and lane-keeping assist system, a blind-spot monitoring
system with rear cross-traffic alert, and a forward-collision warning system. The Advance
Package is available with the optional V6 engine and installs front and rear parking sensors,
remote engine start, LED puddle and fog lights, and auto-dimming side mirrors. An adaptive
cruise control system is also a part of this package, along with road departure and
forward-collision mitigation systems featuring automatic emergency braking capability. My test
vehicle for the week was a TLX 2. The result certainly holds wider appeal, but at the same time it
is blander than either of the cars it replaces. Still, the TLX impresses with high-end materials
and minimalist design, with just the right amount of brightwork and wood trim to liven this up.
With the new TLX, Acura attempts to deliver a midsize luxury sedan that can be all things to all
people. My TLX 2. According to independent publications, the TLX 2. Swinging back to
discussion of the TLX 2. These types of gearboxes tend to be jerky, and while Acura employs a
torque converter to successfully smooth shifts, this transmission still gets a little bit confused
when setting off from a stop and when driving in stop-and-go traffic. It also helps that Acura
supplies four different driving modes that configure the powertrain to specific preferences and
conditions. Despite the occasional bouts of enthusiastic driving, fuel economy during my week
behind the wheel proved commendable. When the time came to tackle a twisty road in the TLX, I
questioned whether or not it could handle a canyon run. An urban Dr. Jekyll, the TLX transforms
into a wild Mr. Hyde when asked to perform. The car delivers a clear connection to the road,
feeling taut and athletic as it clings to corners. The P-AWS system adjusts rear-wheel toe angle
independently of the front wheels, pivoting them up to 1. The result is that it is easy it is to place
the TLX exactly where you want it and point it in the direction that you want to go. Front
passengers may complain about the annoying lack of a seat-height adjuster, an omission that

frequently represents a deal-breaker in my household. Pop the trunk lid to find a cargo area
measuring A dual-screen infotainment system is also standard, featuring Bluetooth smartphone
pairing and integration, Siri Eyes Free voice control, satellite radio, and a USB port. Get the
Technology Package, and Acura throws in navigation with real-time traffic reports,
next-generation AcuraLink services, HD Radio, and a premium sound system. A minimalistic
approach to knobs and buttons results in more complex on-screen menus to wade through, and
that results in more distraction while driving. It was, however, easy enough to pair a
smartphone to the system, to make and receive calls, and to stream Internet radio. Acura
designs the volume knob to be pushed in flush with the dashboard to create a smooth
center-stack landscape. Next-generation AcuraLink now offers a crash notification service that
automatically contacts emergency responders if the TLX is involved in a collision. Additionally,
AcuraLink allows authorities to track the vehicle should it be stolen, and using a smartphone
app TLX owners can also perform remote functions like locking or unlocking the car or even
sounding the horn. A multi-angle reversing camera is standard for all versions of this Acura,
and when equipped with the optional Technology and Advance option packages, the TLX is
loaded with safety features. The Technology Package adds lane-departure warning,
lane-keeping assist, blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, and forward-collision warning
systems to the car. Because the TLX is a new Acura nameplate, predictions for how it will fare in
terms of dependability, value retention, and ownership costs are difficult to source. However,
Acura does have an established track record with the preceding TL and TSX models, and it's
fair to assume that the TLX will deliver commensurate performance in various areas.
Historically, when it comes to quality and reliability, Consumer Reports and J. Acura has
stumbled a bit out of the gate with the new TLX, though, issuing a recall for the push-button
automatic transmission that comes with the V6 engine. Still, we expect this Acura to serve its
owners well over the long haul. Good thing there's inherent value in the sticker price. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Acura Dealer. Why Use
CarGurus? The Acura MDX is unchanged for the model year; a nine-speed automatic will
become available for The Acura MDX is a three-row crossover with seating for up to seven
passengers and is available in front- or all-wheel-drive configurations. Its only engine is a 3. For
a three-row crossover, the Acura MDX has strong acceleration thanks to its well-tuned
powertrain particularly the smooth-shifting automatic transmission. Additionally, the
crossover's electric power steering unit is also well-tuned and "serves up solid feel and
linearity. Having a lighter and stronger structure also means that the crossover is safer and
much more refined than the previous generation. The MDX's interior is luxurious, well-equipped,
and made mostly with soft plastic and high-grade leather especially in higher-end trims. Seating
is good for up to seven adults and getting back to the third row is easy but space there isn't as
generous as in the first two rows. Cabin refinement is also a strong point with laminated glass
in higher trims, which lessens the amount of exterior noise entering the passenger
compartment. Tech features are also abundant with an available HDMI-capable rear seat
entertainment system, navigation, a watt or watt sound system with Pandora and Aha capability,
and a long list of safety aids that include lane departure warning, front and rear parking
sensors, adaptive cruise control with low-speed follow, forward collision warning, and a
collision mitigating system. The MDX's cargo carrying capacity is generous with up to Models
equipped with the Advance package come with a host of safety features including automatic
front emergency braking, adaptive cruise control, and lane keeping assist. The available
Technology package comes with blind spot warning, forward collision warning, and lane
departure warning. The Acura MDX remains an excellent choice among luxury crossovers with
its superb driving dynamics, luxurious cabin, and user-friendliness. In a First Drive review we
said that its driving dynamics are a strong point with superb steering, handling, and ride quality.
While the third row isn't as roomy despite the added space for the redesign, the whole cabin is a
nice place to be, with comfortable seats and high-grade materials used throughout. The
infotainment is much better as well with less buttons in the center stack but some functions are
buried in submenus or require multiple inputs to access. Acura's pricing strategy is a weak
point since it limits the available options due to features bundled into large packages, forcing

buyers to opt for more expensive trims to get certain features. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Excellent performance and handling for its size Good fuel economy Luxurious and quiet
interior. Not many standalone options Some infotainment functions buried in submenus and
require multiple inputs Third row only good for children or adults with smaller frames. Expand
All New for Key Competitors. All Model Years This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
We weren't able to find any results within the criteria you specified, but we did find similar
listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used
vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for
the price of a clunker. Acura NSX Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all
aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the
Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission
Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done.
Drag map to chose location. Price Reduced. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote
presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen
immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with.
You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the
instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Car stalled while
stopping at traffic light twice in two weeks. Both times car shut off completely. I had to put it in
park and then restart the car. This is a safety concern. On June 7th I was driving my car, it
started to shake. As I started to drive back home to see what was going on all the problems
showed up in the screen. We have at least 12 pictures of what's showing in the screen. We are
only able to upload one. The contact owns a Acura Tlx. The contact stated while attempting to
turn on vehicle, the vehicle failed to start. The contact stated that several unknown warning
lights were illuminated. The vehicle was towed to norris Acura located at baltimore national
pike, ellicott city, md , to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that several wiring harnesses
inside the engine compartment needed to be replaced due to rodent damage. The vehicle was
repaired however, the failure recurred. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was approximately 32, Search CarComplaints. Starting in Nov my Acura Tlx started to
spontaneously decelerate and lose engine power when in motion. Error code of P was provided
by Acura of milford, ct and was highly suggestive of replacing high pressure fuel pump. The
engine fuel pump was replaced in early Dec however the car continued with loss of power,
terrible gas mileage, poor acceleration and multiple warnings illuminated. Acura of milford was
contacted and they noted it may be the other fuel pump that needed to be replaced. The second
in tank fuel pump was replaced mid Dec with no improvement. The car was brought to Acura
Dec 31, and they said there was nothing to be found, they reset the P code and did a hard reset.
The car still continued with the same symptoms but now with a humming noise present. In Feb ,
the fuel rail and sensor was replaced, yet still no improvement. The car was taken back to Acura
and once again they reset the error code and noted they only found corrosion near the sensor
and they cleaned it off. Car was driving much worse now and if it loss power it would not start
up unless cranked times in a 10 min window. March the spark plugs were replaced and the car
is still not driving right, all symptoms still present and the humming noise is getting louder. This
car has loss power while in motion randomly in the middle of traffic, both on street and most
dangerously on the highway, embarrassing but thankful to some good samaritans that have
exited their vehicle to push me safety on multiple occasions. Acura can not duplicate the
problems yet just resets the error code and sends me on my way to call if it happens again. It
has been happening frequently since Nov and no one can tell me what the issue is, even after I
have spent thousands of dollars trying to fix this car based off their guesses. The car
automatically switches to neutral and shuts off while driving. I bought the car brand new from
john Eagle Acura and have had this problem the entire time that I have owned the vehicle. The
dealership replaced the transmission and starter on the car less than 3 months after pruchase.
The car continues to switch gears on its own and shuts off! Please beaware this car is not safe
to drive!!! All repairs to my car have been performed at the Acura dealor- pohanka Acura
located in chantilly, va. I have had numerous problems since buying the car on March 1, Apart
from recalls, the main concern has been transmission, I have gone back and forth probably 30
times for same issue - transmission, yet the problem persists desoite it being changed once
already. I am tired of wasting time at Acura dealor. Within seconds car came to a complete stop
and the indicators said to put the car in park gear as soon as possible, which I did. At this time I

was in left lane with bad weather and almost got hit by a few cars. I was scared and literally
anything could have happened. I called pohanka Acura and they said there's nothing I could do
to even bring the car in neutral to get it out of left lane to move it to shoulder. The alerts had
come on once before as well, at which time I notified the dealorship - they disregarded the issue
saying that no one else has reported this. The alerts went away after shutting off and restarting
the car. Not this time. I was left stranded in left lane. I am scared and concerned about mine and
my family's safety. Are the technicians at pohanka Acura not trained to troubleshoot the issues"
why did I had to go and spend hours at a time to troubleshoot the same issues over and over
again? Please help! My car has about miles, and Acura has changed the transmission and tcm
once already. This happened once before as well, but shutting down and restarting worked dealer was notified but nothing was done. This time I was stranded. I am scared about my and
my family's safety. My story is very long starting from day 1 when I bought this car on March 1,
at pohanka Acura in chantuilly va the dealership , but the space is not allowing me to write the
complete story. Acura is not doing much to resolve this issue or the dealership is not telling me
the whole truth! The car has an intermittent problem where the car dies completely after it
comes to a stop numerous times and it can be turn on for a few minutes. Dealers have try to fix
the problem but the situation remains the same. The contact stated that the engine start-stop
system failed to restart the engine after a complete stop. The contact had to manually restart the
vehicle himself. The failure was experienced numerous times. The vehicle was taken to gunn
Acura ih 10 West, san antonio, tx , and sterling Acura S ih 35 frontage road, austin, tx , to be
diagnosed, but no failure codes were found. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer
was contacted. The failure mileage was 21, While driving on a highway if feels as if the wheel
alignment is off had a wheel alignment done didn't fix problem. Steering wheel needs to be held
at an angle to drive straight. When trying to start the car I'll hear a clicking sound instead of it
starting. Needs a jump to start happened 3 times already. Battery was tested results that I have
good batter life. At 70 mph the vehicle lost power, all warning lights came on, I had to maneuver
thru traffic and drift to the shoulder, the transmission was locked up and could not be shifted
from park to any gear, the accelerator would not work. The car had to be towed. This condition
could have caused an accident for an inexperienced driver. I did find through research that a
wiring harness is causing these conditions in the make, model and year vehicle. Also the
transmission is related to this problem. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds,
the vehicle failed to correctly shift gears. All the indicator warning lights were illuminated.
Additionally, the vehicle failed to accelerate upon starting. The vehicle was taken to the local
dealer rick case Acura N state rd 7, fort lauderdale fl where it was diagnosed that battery needed
to be replaced. The battery was replaced however the failure recurred. The manufacturer was
not contacted. The failure mileage was 60, The VIN was not available. While driving 50 mph, the
vehicle stalled and stopped in the middle of the road. The entire instrument panel illuminated.
The vehicle was able to restart, but stalled again at red traffic lights as the auto start feature
malfunctioned. The dealer Acura of avon, 75 albany turnpike, canton, ct , refused to turn off the
auto start feature because it was against the law. The contact traveled to Florida and had an
unknown Acura dealer change the battery and check the fuel pump for a recall, but no failure
was found. The unknown dealer advised the contact to press the ignition button every time and
avoid using the auto start feature. The failure mileage was unknown. Push button start often in
cold weather will not start car. However, remote engine start function on the remote will work. If
car was running and then turned off for a few minutes in cold, the car will not restart unless
done through remote start - Perkasie, PA, USA. Almost immediately after bought I noticed my
Acura Tlx 3. I have a one-hour commute each way in stop-and-go freeway traffic, and the
problem is hugely annoying. Frequently it jerks so hard that my head hits the headrest
repeatedly. I feel like someone rear ending slowly, at the end of my commute, I'm wiped out
from all the jerking back-and-forth. The dealer says Acura is calling this "a characteristic of the
vehicle" for which there is no fix. Apparently I just have to live with it; even though Acura has
extended-the warranty for 10 years of period seems like Acura dealership doesn't really wanna
do anything about it. I went few Acura dealerships and show them the recall notice which
received in the mail still service advisors refusing diagnose the issue for free all they telling is
change the transmission fluid and pay for the diagnoses. This car will definitely be my last
Acura if this issue does not get resolved. I have had the vehicle into the dealer 3 times Feb ,
July and Nov 18 for the same problem. Each time the vehicle stalls and must bet into park and
restarted when at a stop sign, stop light or stopped for road construction on the highway. The
automatic idle causes the car to stall. In order to get it going must shift into park and restart. It
is very frightening because it happens intermittently. This happens with no warning and
presents a safety issue. The car is not safe and is a hazard. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,

been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
lexus lx470 parts diagram
4l60e transmission vacuum lines
1994 toyota camry engine diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

